
BENEFITS
The XBUB line of Oxygenators extends coolant life. They assist in eliminatings foul 
odors by helping to prevent bacterial growth in the sump. Units are supplied with 
heavy-duty tubing and industrial-grade air-diffuser.

HOW IT WORKS
In the absence of oxygen, obligate anaerobes multiply causing coolant
to spoil. Injecting oxygen into coolant kills the anaerobic bacteria, extending
your coolant’s life.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Attach hose to Oxygenator’s air ports
2. Place diffuser in tank
3. Shield main body from liquid spray
4. Plug it into appropriate outlet and let it work

MAINTENANCE
Use compressed air once per month to remove residue from diffuser. Residue build 
up puts stress on the reed, causing premature failure, and will void all warranties.
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REPAIR KIT: XBUB50K.1
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Zebra® Oxygenator™ Air-powered Model MANUAL

Warranty
-  30-day

BENEFITS
• Extends coolant life
• Eliminates foul odors by helping to prevent bacterial growth in the sump
• Heavy-duty tubing and industrial-grade air-diffuser are designed to take abuse
• 30-day warranty on all parts.

HOW IT WORKS
In the absence of oxygen, obligate anaerobes multiply causing
coolant to spoil. Injecting oxygen into coolant kills the anaerobic
bacteria, extending your coolant’s life.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Mount the head unit where you will have easy access for connecting your  
 air supply.
2. Measure the length of hose you will need for each diffuser head position. It is  
 best to install the diffusers evenly or in areas that tend to encourage the growth  
 of bacteria.
3. Cut the diffuser’s hose to the correct length, per each location of the diffuser.
4. Place the ends of the hose into each end of the push-toconnect fittings, and then  
 secure each hose to the tank. You may need to add additional weights to your  
 diffusers if they do not stay where you want them.
5. Connect your air line to the air intake fitting.
6. Lift the regulator adjustment button, slowly turning clockwise until you see  
 bubbles on the surface of your tank. It does not require lots of pressure for this  
 unit to work, so don’t overdo it!
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